Removable BLACKOUT Pavement Masking Tape helps prevent motorist confusion caused by temporary lane changes and reduces hazards to work crews in construction zones. Tape applies easily over existing road markings without using heat or solvents. When construction is completed, tape lifts off easily and quickly ... permanent road markings underneath are clearly visible and undamaged.

Product Benefits:
- Eliminates expensive, time-consuming mechanical removal of permanent lane markings.
- Meets or exceeds all required anti-skid standards.
- Design based upon 25 years of applied research and extensive field testing.
- Readily available from nationwide distribution centers in standard sizes.

Application Benefits:
- Unique pressure-sensitive adhesive eliminates need for extra steps.
- Lifts up intact or in large pieces without damage to permanent markings underneath.
- Construction zones may be opened to traffic immediately after application.

Material Benefits:
- Available in matte black conforming to standard highway marking color — blends with color of road surface.
- Thoroughly blended pigments produce long-lasting and weather-resistant tape.
- Roll goods available in various widths, to temporarily mask a variety of roadway markings.

Manufactured in the U.S.A.
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